True Love Bundle

The Perfect Couple Cara is a fourth-year
ballet student at the prestigious Jewel
Academy, and aspires to perform on the
worlds top stages. When she meets Daniel,
who already is a professional hip-hop
dancer, she finds him arrogant and tries to
avoid him at all cost. Eventually, Cara
learns that Daniel is much more than that
and realizes there is a mutual attraction
between them. Their dates are filled with
emotions that Cara could never imagine
sharing with another person. During one of
Daniels breaks from traveling with a
Broadway production, Cara is late to an
exam and is forced to forgo her senior year
at the academy. Without her scholarship,
Cara cannot afford to continue studying
and living in New York. Daniel comes to
her rescue when he offers to be her partner
in Americas Best Dancer, a TV dance
competition for couples that offers a
$100,000 prize for the winners. Cara
accepts and they audition, where she barely
makes the cut by showing her ability with
ballet. Will their relationship survive the
ups and downs of the competition?
Christmas Embrace Hamilton Clouse is the
eldest son of billionaire businessman Roger
Clouse, and an executive at Clouse
Industries. Lately, Hamilton and his more
troubled younger brother Ryan have been
the topic of many tabloid stories. This
Christmas, Roger, his wife, and both sons
are heading to the family compound to
relax and spend some much needed time
away from the tabloids. Sarah Armstrong,
an ambitious journalist working for Pulse
magazine, gets a chance for promotion
when her boss sends her to the Clouse
mansion to get pictures of the family. On
her way there, Hamiltons car hits Sarahs.
He brings her to his family home to warm
up and get checked for injuries. Sarah and
Hamilton hit it off, and the family invites
Sarah to stay a couple days while her car is
getting fixed. Ryan has brought home a
girlfriend, Eva, and when they get engaged,
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Sarah is ecstatic at having the scoop on the
latest Clouse family gossip. As Sarahs
feelings for Hamilton and his whole family
grow, however, she calls her boss and says
that she will not provide information for
the sensational article. Eva finds out that
Sarah works for Pulse and threatens to tell
the family if Sarah doesnt leave. But before
Sarah can leave, Pulse issues a scoop story
about Ryan and Evas impending wedding
which threatens to destroy Sarahs budding
relationship with Hamilton. Also in The
Perfect Couple
Two Reasons to Be
Single, The Sheikhs Assistant, The Stolen
Heart, Cruising for Love, The Christmas
Gift and more.
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